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Reduction of dynamical systems is closely related with symmetry. The purpose of
this article is to show that Fourier analysis both on compact Lie groups and on
finite groups serves as a reduction procedure for quantum systems with symmetry
on an equal footing. The reduction procedure is applied to systems of many iden-
tical particles lying in R3 which admit the action of a rotation group SO~3! and of
a symmetric or permutation group. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As is widely recognized, reduction of dynamical systems is closely related with symmetry. A
well-known example of reduction in ordinary quantum mechanics in R3 comes from rotational
symmetry.1 It gives rise to the conservation of the angular momentum, and thereby the quantum
state of the system can be restricted to that with a fixed angular momentum eigenvalue. The
restricted state is described by one of the spherical harmonics multiplied by a function of the radial
variable. The original Schro¨dinger equation then reduces to provide a Schro¨dinger equation for the
radial function. In this manner, the original quantum system reduces to a quantum system of lower
degree~s! of freedom. This reduction procedure proves to be based upon Fourier analysis on the
rotation group SO~3!. The reason why Fourier analysis on SO~3! is referred to, instead of that on
S2 with spherical harmonics, is that Fourier analysis on SO~3! reduces to that on S2 through the
bundle structure SO(3)→S2, when SO~3! acts on R3.
As for discrete symmetry, systems of many identical particles admit symmetry by the action of
symmetric ~or permutation! groups, that is, symmetry of particle exchanges. A point to make here
is that the particles are not assumed to be placed at vertices of regular polyhedrons, but free to
spread in the space. The center-of-mass system for N identical particles is actually shown to admit
the action of the symmetric group SN . Fourier analysis on finite groups will work well in reducing
the quantum system of identical particles. However, the reduction by a finite group does not mean
that of degrees of freedom, but a reduction to ‘‘eigenstates’’ for the symmetric group.
A key idea to reduction procedure is the Peter–Weyl theorem2,3 on unitary irreducible repre-
sentations of compact Lie groups and of finite groups, both of which are stated in the same
manner. The Peter–Weyl theorem says that matrix elements of all the inequivalent irreducible
unitary representations provide a basis of Fourier analysis on the group in question. The purpose
of this article is to show that Fourier analysis both on compact Lie groups and on finite groups
serves as a reduction procedure for quantum systems with symmetry, continuous and discrete, on
an equal footing.
The fact that the Peter–Weyl theorem on compact Lie groups serves as a reduction procedure
for quantum systems has been already stated and applied, in a previous paper,4 to many-particle
systems. To understand how the Peter–Weyl theorem comes to be associated with reduction
procedure for many-particle systems, one has to review geometric method for many-particle
systems. For a long period before a bundle picture was introduced in the study of many-particle
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systems, a vain effort had been made to separate rotational and vibrational motions. However, the
separation of them was shown to be impossible by A. Guichardet5 by the use of the connection
theory or gauge theory applied to the center-of-mass system which is viewed as a principal fiber
bundle with structure group SO~3!, if collinear configurations of particles are gotten rid of. With
this constraint taken into account, reduction procedure was described in the bundle picture.6 Since
then, classical and quantum mechanics for many-particle systems have been studied in the bundle
picture.7–14
A question has been kept unsettled as to how the collinear configurations should be treated in
the study of reduction procedure. An answer to this question is brought about when the problem is
put in a generic setting.4 Since the center-of-mass system admits an SO~3! action, a geometric
setting to start with is simply that a manifold M is given on which a compact Lie group G acts.
The action of G is not assumed to be free, so that M is not made into a fiber bundle in general.
Though the bundle picture fails to work, the theory of unitary representations of compact Lie
groups works well on the space, L2(M ), of square integrable functions on M . By an effective use
of the Peter–Weyl theorem, L2(M ) is decomposed into a series of subspaces, each of which is
isomorphic with the space of equivariant functions taking values in a representation space, and
may be viewed as the space of eigenstates assigned by the parameter, like an angular momentum
eigenvalue, characterizing the representation chosen. If a given Hamiltonian is G-invariant, the
original quantum system reduces to a system on the space of equivariant functions, which may be
called a reduced system actually. The question mentioned above is now solved. In fact, the
reduction procedure in this sense can be applied to many-particle systems without excluding
collinear configurations. In this stage of reduction, we have not taken up a bundle picture, yet. If
the action of G is free furthermore, the reduction procedure can be described in the bundle picture.
In fact, M is then made into a principal bundle, M→M /G , and the reduced system is brought into
one-to-one correspondence with a quantum system defined on a complex vector bundle associated
with the principal bundle M→M /G .10
A review article by Littlejohn and Reinsch15 is of great help in studying quantum mechanics
of many-particle systems in the bundle picture. A lecture note by Ezra16 is a unifying survey of
rotation, reflection and identical particle symmetry in molecules before the introduction of the
bundle theory in many-particle systems.
This article is organized as follows: Section II contains a brief review of the reduction of
quantum systems by a compact Lie group on the basis of the study in Ref. 4. Section III is devoted
to the study of the reduction by a finite group. The reduction procedure will run in parallel with
that by a compact Lie group. Section IV contains examples. To a better comprehension, the
reduction procedure is performed for quantum systems on L2(R3) with SO~3! symmetry. As is
stated in the beginning of this section, Fourier analysis on SO~3! reduces to that on S2 according
to the bundle structure SO(3)→S2, and thereby the quantum system on L2(R3) will reduce to a
series of systems defined on the closed half line $rPRur>0% with r the radial variable. Boundary
conditions for wave functions at r50 are also analyzed by the use of the group theory. Section V
centers on the application of the reduction procedure to systems of N identical particles. The
reduction procedures with both a compact Lie group SO~3! and a symmetric group SN , a discrete
finite group, are performed simultaneously. Matrix representations of S3 and S4 will be given
explicitly, which act on the center-of-mass systems for three and four particles, respectively.
II. REDUCTION BY A COMPACT LIE GROUP
We put the problem of reduction of quantum systems with symmetry in a general setting. This
section is a review from Ref. 4. Let M be a manifold on which a compact Lie group G acts. Let
mM be a G-invariant measure on M . The space L2(M ) of square integrable functions on M is the
Hilbert space that we take as the space of wave functions. The inner product of functions on M is
denoted, as usual, by
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^ f 1 , f 2&L2(M )5E
M
f 1~x ! f 2~x !dmM~x !. ~1!
The group G is represented unitarily in L2(M ) through
~U~g ! f !~x !5 f ~g21x !, gPG , xPM . ~2!
By the use of the representation g°U(g), one can decompose L2(M ) into a direct sum of
subspaces. Before describing the decomposition, we have to make a brief review of the Peter–
Weyl theorem on unitary representations of compact Lie groups.
Let mG and L2(G) denote the normalized invariant measure on G and the space of square
integrable functions on G with respect to mG , respectively. Let (H x,rx) be unitary irreducible
representations of G , where x ranges over all the inequivalent unitary irreducible representations.
We denote by r i j
x the matrix elements of the representation rx with respect to some orthonormal
basis of the representation space H x, where i , j51,.. . ,dx , and dx5dim H x. The Peter–Weyl
theorem2 states that the set of all the matrix elements $Adxr i j
x %x ,i , j form a complete ortho-
















x~g !w~g21h !dmG~g !. ~3!
This theorem can be used to find a Fourier series expansion of a function on M . Given a
function f PL2(M ), we may view f (hx) as a function of hPG , if xPM is fixed arbitrarily. We








x~g ! f ~g21hx !dmG~g !. ~4!








x~g ! f ~g21x !dmG~g !. ~5!
This expansion suggests we define operators Pi





x~g !U~g !dmG~g !. ~6!















x5idL2(M ) , ~8!
where idL2(M ) denotes the identity map of L2(M ). Equations ~7! and ~8! implies that the set
$Pi
x%x ,i forms a family of orthogonal projection operators and provides a resolution of unity.
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x ~g !U~g !dmG~g !, ~10!









In particular, from Pii
x 5Pi





















From ~12! and ~13!, it follows that when restricted to Im Pj
x the operator Pi j
x provides a unitary
isomorphism
Pi j





, i , j51,.. . ,dx . ~14!
Furthermore, we can show that the operators Pi j











x ~g !Pk j
x
. ~15!
We now denote by H x ^ L2(M ) the space of H x-valued square integrable functions on M . The
inner product in H x ^ L2(M ) is defined by
^c ,f&H x ^ L2(M )5E
M
~c~x !,f~x !!dmM~x !, c ,fPH x ^ L2~M !, ~16!
where (c(x),f(x)) denotes the inner product of c(x) and f(x) in H x. The second equation of









, . . . ,Pdx j
x !T, ~17!




, gPG , ~18!
which implies that H x-valued functions E jx f with f PL2(M ) are subject to the transformation
~E j
x f !~gx !5rx~g !~E jx f !~x !, gPG . ~19!
Put another way, the H x-valued functions E jx f are rx-equivariant functions. We here define the
space of H x-valued rx-equivariant square integrable functions to be
L2~M ;H x!G5$cPH x ^ L2~M !uc~gx !5rx~g !c~x !, gPG , xPM %. ~20!
We then observe from ~19! that the operator E j
x is a map L2(M )→L2(M ;H x)G. The adjoint
operator (E jx)†: L2(M ;H x)G→L2(M ) is defined, of course, through
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^c ,E j
x f &H x ^ L2(M )5^~E jx!†c , f &L2(M ) , cPL2~M ;H x!G, f PL2~M !. ~21!
We note here that components of rx-equivariant functions satisfy
Pi j
x c j5c i for c5~c i!PL2~M ;H x!G. ~22!
Then, from the definition of (E jx)†, it follows that
~E j
x!†c5Adxc j for c5~c i!PL2~M ;H x!G. ~23!







x!†5idL2(M ;H x)G, ~24!
which implies that when restricted to Im Pj
x the map E j
x provides a unitary isomorphism
E j
x : Im P j
x→
;
L2~M ;H x!G, j51,.. . ,dx , ~25!
so that all Im Pj
x
, j51,.. . ,dx , are unitarily isomorphic to one another.





x>~H x!* ^ L2~M ;H x!G. ~26!
From ~9! and ~26!, L2(M ) is decomposed, in conclusion, into
L2~M !> %
x
~~H x!* ^ L2~M ;H x!G!. ~27!
We are now in a position to describe a method for reducing quantum systems with symmetry.
Let Hˆ be a Hamiltonian operator acting on a dense domain in L2(M ). We assume that Hˆ and
U(g) commute for any gPG . Then Hˆ and Pix also commute, so that the subspace Im Pix is
invariant under Hˆ . This implies that the quantum system (L2(M ),Hˆ ) reduces to a series of
subsystems (Im Pix ,Hˆ ) or equivalently to (L2(M ;H x)G, idH x ^ Hˆ ), where idH x ^ Hˆ means that
H x-valued functions are operated componentwise with Hˆ . The assumption we have used so far is
that M carries the G-invariant measure mM . To give an example of Hˆ explicitly, we now assume
that M is endowed with a Riemannian metric and that G acts on M by isometry. We take dmM as
the volume element formed from the metric. As usual, we take Hˆ 52 12DM1v , where DM is the
Laplacian on M and v is a G-invariant function on M . Since this Hamiltonian is G-invariant, the
quantum system (L2(M ),Hˆ ) reduces to (L2(M ;H x)G, idH x ^ Hˆ ).
If the action of the compact Lie group G is free furthermore, M is made into a fiber bundle
M→M /G with structure group G . Then, as is well known, the space of the H x-valued
rx-equivariant functions is in one-to-one correspondence with the space of sections in the complex
vector bundle associated with the principal bundle M→M /G . According to this, the Hamiltonian
operator idH x ^ Hˆ gives rise to a Hamiltonian operator Hˆ x acting on the space of sections. Let
Gx
2(M /G) denote the space of square integrable sections in the complex vector bundle. The
reduced quantum system (L2(M ;H x)G, idH x ^ Hˆ ) now determines a quantum system
(Gx2(M /G),Hˆ x). To find Hˆ x in an explicit manner, we need a further study, which we do not touch
upon here ~see Ref. 4 for details!.
If the action of G is not free, the orbit space M /G is not a manifold, and hence the bundle
picture of reduction procedure stated above fails to work. However, the reduction to
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(L2(M ;H x)G, idH x ^ Hˆ ) remains to be the case. In some cases, orbit spaces become manifolds
with boundary. For example, for M5R3 and G5SO(3), the orbit space M /G is a closed half line
$rPRur>0%. This will be treated in Sec. IV.
III. REDUCTION BY A FINITE GROUP
We wish to show that the reduction procedure will work as well if we take finite groups in
place of compact Lie groups. We start with a review of the Peter–Weyl theorem for finite groups.
Let H be a finite group. Let p i j
x denote the matrix elements of the representation (K x,px) of H ,
where i , j51,.. . ,dx with dx5dimK x, and x ranges all the inequivalent unitary irreducible repre-
sentations. The Peter–Weyl theorem for finite groups3 says that all the matrix elements $p i j
x %x ,i , j




w~g !c~g !. ~28!
The orthogonality of the matrix elements is expressed as
dx
uHu (gPH p i j
x ~g !p i8 j8
x8 ~g !5dxx8d ii8d j j8 , ~29!

















x ~k !w~gk !. ~30!
Let M be a manifold which admits a right action of H , where the right action means that
x(gh)5(xg)h for xPM and g ,hPH . Let L2(M ) denote the space of square integrable functions
on M , where the measure mM on M is assumed to be invariant under H . The H is unitarily
represented in L2(M ) through
~V~g ! f !~x !5 f ~xg !, xPM , gPH . ~31!
Applying the Peter–Weyl formula for f (xg) with xPM arbitrarily fixed, one obtains




x ~g ! (
hPH
p i j




uHu (kPH p j j
x ~k ! f ~xgk !. ~32!





uHu (kPH p j j
x ~k ! f ~xk !. ~33!
This suggests we define operators Q jx on L2(M ) by
Q jx5
dx
uHu (kPH p j j
x ~k !V~k !. ~34!
A straightforward calculation shows that
~Qix!†5Qix , QixQi8
x85dxx8d ii8Qix , ~35!
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which means that Q jx’s form a family of mutually orthogonal projection operators. The Fourier





~Q jx f !~x !, ~36!






Im Q jx . ~37!
We now define operators Qi jx on L2(M ) to be
Qi jx 5
dx
uHu (kPH p i j
x ~k !V~k !. ~38!
A straightforward calculation shows that these operators have the properties
~Qi jx !†5Q jix , Qi jx Qi8 j8
x8 5dxx8d j i8Qi j8
x
. ~39!
In particular, from Qiix 5Qix together with ~39!, one verifies that
Qi jx Q jx5QixQi jx 5Qi jx , ~40!
and further that
~Qi jx !†Qi jx 5Q jx , Qi jx ~Qi jx !†5Qix . ~41!
From ~40! and ~41!, it turns out that when restricted to Im Qjx the map Qi jx provides a unitary
isomorphism,
Qi jx : Im Q jx→
;
Im Qix , i , j51,.. . ,dx. ~42!
We can also verify that Qi jx and V(g) are composed to give
Qi jx V~g !5(
,
p j,
x ~g !Qi,x , V~g !Qi jx 5(
,
p,i
x ~g !Q, jx . ~43!
We here denote by K x ^ L2(M ) the space of K x-valued square integrable functions on M . Then
the second equation of ~43! implies that the operators F j









, gPH . ~45!
This implies that for f PL2(M ) the K x-valued function F jx f is subject to the transformation
~F j
x f !~xg !5px~g !T~F jx f !~x !, gPH . ~46!
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We may say that the K x-valued function F jx f is px-equivariant. We here define the space of
K x-valued square integrable px-equivariant functions to be
L2~M ;K x!H5$cPK x ^ L2~M !uc~xg !5px~g !Tc~x !, gPH , xPM %. ~47!
Then Eq. ~46! shows that the operator F j
x is a map L2(M )→L2(M ;K x)H. The adjoint operator
(F jx)†: L2(M ;K x)H→L2(M ) is defined through
^c ,F j
x f &K x ^ L2(M )5^~F jx!†c , f &L2(M ) , cPL2~M ;K x!H, f PL2~M !. ~48!
We notice here that components c i of cPL2(M ;K x)H are related by Qi jx :
Qi jx c j5c i , i , j51,.. . ,dx. ~49!
Then, writing out the defining equation of (F jx)†, one obtains
~F j
x!†c5Adxc j for c5~c i!PL2~M ;K x!H. ~50!
Now it is easy to verify that
~F j
x!†F j
x5Q jx , F jx~F jx!†5idL2(M ;K x)H. ~51!
This implies that when restricted to Im Qjx the operator F jx provides a unitary isomorphism
F j
x : Im Q jx→
;
L2~M ;K x!H, j51,.. . ,dx, ~52!
so that all Im Qjx , j51,.. . ,dx, are unitarily isomorphic to one another.
Forming the direct sum of dx copies of L2(M ;K x)H, we obtain the isomorphism
%
j
Im Q jx>~K x!* ^ L2~M ;K x!H, ~53!
and further, from ~37!,
L2~M !> %
x
~~K x!* ^ L2~M ;K x!H!. ~54!
Reduction procedure for quantum systems with discrete symmetry is quite the same as that for
those with compact Lie group symmetry. If the Hamiltonian Hˆ is invariant under the H action, the
original system (L2(M ),Hˆ ) reduces to a series of subsystems (Im Qjx ,Hˆ ) and then equivalently to
(L2(M ;K x)H, idK x ^ Hˆ ).
IV. EXAMPLES
In this section, we give examples of the reduction procedure discussed in Secs. II and III. As
the group SO~3! is the most frequently used compact Lie group in ordinary quantum mechanics,
we first perform the reduction procedure with G5SO(3) and M5R3. In this case, one has matrix
elements D
mm8
, for r i j
x
, where ,50,1,2,.. . , umu,um8u<, , and dx52,11. Then the Fourier series









, ~h ! f ~hx!dm~h !, xPR3, ~55!
where dm(h) is the invariant measure on SO~3! and expressed in terms of the Euler angles h
5ef eˆ3eu eˆ2ec eˆ3 as
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dm~h !5
1
2p2 sin u dudfdc with ESO(3)dm~h !51, ~56!
where ek , k51,2,3, are the standard basis of R3 and eˆk denote the 333 matrices defined by
eˆka5ek3a for aPR3. We wish to show that Eq. ~55! provides actually a Fourier series expansion
in terms of the spherical harmonics. To this end, we are to write out the integrals on the right-hand











, ~g21! f ~rke3!dm~k !. ~57!




where we do not need to give the explicit expression of dmn
, (u8), but need only to note that the
D-functions are factorized in accordance with the Euler variables. Then the integration with











, ~u8!eimf8 f ~rke3!sin u8du8 df8.
~59!



















Y ,m~u8,f8! f ~rke3!sin u8 du8 df8, ~60!
where we have also set g5ef eˆ3eu eˆ2ec eˆ3 and used the formulas that relate D-functions to spherical
harmonics:16
Dm0





and Y ,m(u ,f) are given explicitly by
Y ,m~u ,f!5~21 !mA~2,11 !~,2m !!4p~,2m !! P,m~cos u!eimf, ~62!
where P,
m are associated Legendre functions.16 We notice here that Y¯ ,m(u ,f)5Y¯ ,m(ge3) may be
considered as functions on S2. If we introduce the notation
^Y¯ ,m , f &S25..E
S2
Y ,m~u8,f8! f ~rke3!sin u8 du8 df8, ~63!
which is a function of r , the Fourier series expansion ~60! is put in the form
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Y¯ ,m~u ,f!^Y¯ ,m , f &S2, x5ref eˆ3eu eˆ2e3 . ~64!
Thus we have obtained a Fourier series expansion in terms of spherical harmonics. It is of great
interest to view the function f (rke3) in ~63! as a function on R13S2 which is reduced from a
function on R13SO(3) through the bundle projection SO(3)→S2 realized as k°ke3 .
We proceed to the projection and ‘‘transition’’ operators, which are defined by ~6! and ~10!
and denoted by Pm
, and Pnm
,
, respectively, in the case of G5SO(3). Applied to a function f (x)
with uxu5r and x5rge3 , the definition ~10! gives rise to the function
~Pnm
, f !~x!5~2,11 !E
SO(3)
Dnm
, ~h ! f ~h21x!dm~h !5Y¯ ,n~u ,f!^Y¯ ,m , f &S2, ~65!
which can be proved in a similar manner to that for bringing ~55! into ~60!. Setting m5n in the
above equation results in
~Pm
, f !~x!5Y¯ ,m~u ,f!^Y¯ ,m , f &S2, ~66!
which means that Im Pm
, is the space of functions which are expressed as Y¯ ,m times functions of




, Y¯ ,m!~u ,f!5Y¯ ,n~u ,f!. ~67!
Then the unitary isomorphism Pnm
, : Im Pm
, →Im Pn, @see ~14!# implies that the spaces Im Pn, , unu





, 5uY¯ ,n&^Y¯ ,mu, Pm
, 5uY¯ ,m&^Y¯ ,mu, ~68!
respectively. Here, integration must be performed not over R3 but over S2, if one wishes to
evaluate Pm
, f , for example.
We now proceed to the map E j
x defined by ~17!. From the definition along with ~68!, we see
that Em
, : L2(R3)→H , ^ L2(R3) is given by
Em
, f 5 1
A2,11 S P,m, fP,21 m, f]
P2, m
, f
D 5S Y¯ ,,Y¯ , ,21]
Y¯ , 2,
D ^Y¯ ,m , f &S2A2,11 . ~69!
According to ~19!, Em
, f must be a D,-equivariant function, that is, it must satisfy the condition
~Em
, f !~hx!5D,~h !~Em, f !~x!, hPSO~3 !. ~70!




, ~h !Y¯ ,n~ge3!, hPSO~3 !, ~71!
and from the SO~3! invariance of ^Y¯ ,m , f &S2.
We have to note here that if h is in Gx , the isotropy subgroup of SO~3! at x5rge3 , Eq. ~70!
reduces to
~Em
, f !~x!5D,~h !~Em, f !~x!, hPGx . ~72!
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Since the left-hand side of the above equation is independent of h , so is the right-hand side which
looks dependent on h . However, this is not a contradiction, but rather accounts for the fact that
Pnm
, f (5Y¯ ,n^Y¯ ,m , f &S2) is expressed as Y¯ ,n times a function of r . The proof runs as follows: Let
hPGx with xÞ0. Then h must be a rotation about the x-axis, and is expressed as
h5et xˆ/r5get eˆ3g21, x5rge3 , tPR. ~73!
Put together, Eqs. ~72! and ~73! give rise to
~Em
, f !~re3!5D,~et eˆ3!~Em, f !~re3!. ~74!
Since Dnm
, (et eˆ3)5e2intdnm , the above equation implies that 2, components of (Em, f )(re3) van-
ish:
~Pnm
, f !~re3!50 if nÞ0. ~75!
From ~15! and ~75!, it follows that
~Pnm




, f !~re3!5Dn0, ~g !~P0m, f !~re3!. ~76!
We observe from ~61! and ~76! that (Pnm, f )(x) takes the form of Y¯ ,n(ge3) times a function of r ,
A4p/(2,11)(P0m, f )(re3).
With Pm
, f 5Y¯ ,m^Y¯ ,m , f &S2 instead of f , the right-hand side of ~69! is unchanged:
Em
, Pm
, f 5S Y¯ ,,Y¯ , ,21]
Y¯ , 2,
D ^Y¯ ,m , f &S2A2,11 . ~77!
This equation must be a realization of the unitary isomorphism ~25!, which is denoted by Em, :
Im Pm
, →L2(R3;H ,)SO(3) in the present case, where H ,>C2,11. From ~66! and ~77!, both Im Pm,
and L2(R3;H ,)SO(3) may be identified with the space of functions of the form ^Y¯ ,m , f &S2. This
space can be endowed with a suitable norm. We set w,m(r)5^Y¯ ,m , f &S2 for simplicity. Then, the
squared norm of Pm






w,m~r !w,m~r !Y¯ ,mY ,m r2 sin u dudf5E
0
‘
uw,m~r !u2r2dr . ~78!





uw~r !u2r2dr,1‘ . ~79!
To consider boundary conditions for w(r) at r50, we now take into account the
D,-equivariance condition ~70! at the origin. Since the isotropy subgroup at the origin is SO~3!
itself, the D,-equivariance condition ~70! at the origin is expressed as





~h !Y¯ ,m8~ge3!w,~0 ! for ; hPSO~3 !. ~80!
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This implies that the vector (Y¯ ,nw,m(0)) unu<,PH , is invariant under the action of all the matri-
ces D,(h), hPSO(3). Since the representation D, is irreducible, w,m(0) must vanish if
dimH ,>2, i.e., ,>1. If ,50, then dimH 051, so that w,m(0) does not need to vanish. It should
be a finite value. Thus the space of square integrable functions on the closed half line $rPRu r









uw~r !u2r2dr,1‘ , w~r !is bounded as r→0J for ,50. ~82!
The reduction procedure for quantum systems with symmetry proceeds as follows: Let
(L2(R3),Hˆ ) be a quantum system with a Hamiltonian operator Hˆ . Assume that Hˆ is invariant
under the action of SO~3!. According to the procedure stated in Sec. II, one obtains a reduced
quantum system (Im Pm, ,Hˆ ) or (L2(R3;H ,)SO(3),idH, ^ Hˆ ). The space L2(R3;H ,)SO(3) may be
identified with the L2-space on the half line which is defined by ~81! for ,>1 and by ~82! for
,50.
We show that the reduced quantum system (Im Pm, ,Hˆ ) gives rise to a quantum system to be
defined on the closed half line $rPRur>0%. For simplicity, we assume that the Hamiltonian
operator has the form
Hˆ 52 12 D1v~r !, ~83!
where D and v(r) are the standard Laplacian on R3 and a potential function depending on r





]r S r2 ]]r D1 1r2 L , ~84!










, f 5Y¯ ,mw,m with Hˆ , one obtains
Hˆ Pm
, f 5Y¯ ,mS 2 12 1r2 ]]r S r2 ]]r D1 ,~,11 !2r2 1v~r ! Dw,m , ~86!
where we have used the fact that
LY¯ ,m52,~,11 !Y¯ ,m . ~87!
Equation ~86! shows that the Hamitonian Hˆ restricted to Im Pm





]r S r2 ]]r D1 ,~,11 !2r2 1v~r !, ~88!
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which acts on functions of r . Here we have denoted the restricted operator by Hˆ , without referring
to m , since it is independent of m , actually. Thus we have obtained reduced quantum systems
which are defined on the space given by ~81! or ~82! together with the reduced Hamiltonian
operator Hˆ , given by ~88!.
In conclusion of this example, we consider what boundary conditions come out on wave
functions if those wave functions are assumed to be analytic at the origin. Let f be analytic at the













rnS Y n(n)1Y n22(n) 1fl1H Y 0(n) ~ if n is even!Y 1(n) ~ if n is odd! J D ,
~89!
where Y k
(n) are spherical harmonics of degree k , k50,2,.. . ,n or k51,3,.. . ,n , depending on
whether n is even or odd. Here, use has been made of the fact that the space, Pn(R3), of
homogeneous polynomials of degree n is decomposed into the direct sum18
Pn~R3!5Hn~R3! % r2Hn22~R3! %fl% H rnH0~R3! ~ if n is even!,
rn21H1~R3! ~ if n is odd!,
~90!
where Hk(R3) denotes the space of solid harmonics of degree k , and each spherical harmonic Y k(n)






(n)Y km . ~91!
If we rewrite the Taylor series ~89! as a Fourier series with respect to spherical harmonics Y ,m ,







(,12)1fl !Y ,m . ~92!
This implies that if a quantum state with the angular momentum eigenvalues J25,(,11) and
J35m is analytic at the origin, it is Y ,m times an analytic function of r which has the term of the
lowest order , and those of every other higher order. This fact was pointed out in Ref. 1 with the
assumption that v(r) is analytic at r50. Our conclusion holds true if v(r) is not analytic at r
50, as long as a wave function analytic at the origin is admitted as a quantum state.
We turn to an example of the reduction by a finite group. Since we shall deal with a nontrivial
application of it in the next section, we give here a quite simple example. Let M5Rn and H
5Z25$61%. The group Z2 acts on Rn in the manner
x°«x , xPRn, «PZ2 . ~93!
All the inequivalent unitary irreducible representations are the trivial representation, «°1, and the
tautological representation, «°« . Then the Fourier series expansion ~36! becomes simply
f ~x !5 12 ~ f ~x !1 f ~2x !!1 12 ~ f ~x !2 f ~2x !!. ~94!
V. APPLICATION TO MANY-PARTICLE SYSTEMS
We consider a system of many particles lying in R3. Let x1 ,. . . ,xN be position vectors of
particles and m1 ,. . . ,mN their masses. Let M be the center-of-mass system, which is defined to be
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and isomorphic to R3(N21) as a vector space. The rotation group SO~3! acts on M in such a
manner that
~x1 ,. . . ,xN!°~gx1 ,. . . ,gxN!, gPSO~3 !. ~96!
The configurations of particles are characterized by the linear subspaces
Fx“span$x1 ,x2 ,. . . ,xN%, xPM . ~97!
According to dimFx50,1,2,3, the configurations x are pointlike, collinear, planar, and spatial,
respectively. Let M k , k50,1,2,3, denote the space of respective configurations of particles. Then




M k , M k“$xPM udimFx5k%. ~98!
One can show that SO~3! acts on M˙ “M 2łM 3 freely, that is, if gx5x for some x
PM 2łM 3 , then g5I ~the 333 identity matrix!. This means that the isotropy subgroup is trivial
at every point of M˙ , that is, Gx5$e% for xPM˙ . However, the isotropy subgroups Gx at xPM 1
and at xPM 0 are isomorphic with SO~2! and with SO~3!, respectively. On restricting M to M˙ , we
can make M˙ into a principal fiber bundle M˙ →M˙ /SO(3). However, the total space M cannot be
made into a fiber bundle. This is because one has ‘‘singular’’ orbits of SO~3! through points
outside of M˙ ; the orbits through each point of M 1 and of M 0 are diffeomorphic with S2
5SO(3)/SO(2) and with a point, respectively, while generic orbits through xPM˙ are diffeomor-
phic with SO~3!.
Since a Hamiltonian Hˆ for many-particle systems with internal interaction only is SO~3!
invariant, the reduction procedure with compact Lie groups is applied to provide a reduced system
(L2(M ;H ,)G, idH , ^ Hˆ ) with G5SO(3) and ,50,1,2,.. . . Note that at this level of reduction, M
does not need to be restricted to M˙ . Equation ~19! then takes the form
~Em
, f !~gx !5D,~g !~Em, f !~x !, gPSO~3 !, xPM , ~99!
which implies that the H ,-valued function Em, f describes an eigenstate associated with the eigen-
value ,(,11) of the total angular momentum operator.
Restricting M to M˙ , we obtain a principal bundle M˙ →M˙ /SO(3) and can make up the vector
bundle associated with M˙ →M˙ /SO(3) by using a representation space H ,. The reduced system
(L2(M˙ ;H ,)SO(3),idH , ^ Hˆ ) is then in one-to-one correspondence with (G,2(M˙ /SO(3)),Hˆ ,). If we
want to treat the whole of M , we must impose boundary conditions on wave functions at the
boundary ]M˙ 5M 0łM 1 .4 Since the collinear configurations are in M 1 , we have to consider
boundary conditions on wave functions at collinear configurations. For a three-body system,
Mitchell and Littlejohn19 studied the behavior of wave functions at collinear configurations from
the viewpoint of bundle theory. By a coordinate-based method, Watson20 studied small vibrations
in the neighborhood of collinear configurations.
We turn to the reduction of quantum systems with discrete symmetry. The center-of-mass
system M is looked upon as the set of configurations of the Jacobi vectors (r1 ,. . . ,rN21), where
rj’s are defined to be
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rj5S 1m j 1 1m j11D
21/2S xj112 1m j (i51
j




We here assume that all particles are identical and set the masses all equal to one. Then Eq. ~100!
becomes
rj5A jj11S xj112 1j (i51
j
xiD . ~101!
Since all particles are identical, the system is unchanged if particles are exchanged mutually. Put
another way, the configurations of particles admits symmetry by the action of the symmetric group
SN ;
~x1 ,. . . ,xN!°~xs(1) , . . . ,xs(N)!, sPSN . ~102!
Since new Jacobi vectors associated with a new configuration (xs(1) , . . . ,xs(N)) ,
rj
s5A jj11S xs( j11)2 1j (i51
j
xs(i)D , j51,.. . ,N21, ~103!
are linearly related with the old Jacobi vectors rj , there exists an N3N matrix A depending on
sPSN such that (r1s , . . . ,rN21s )5(r1 ,. . . ,rN21)A . Thus one can find a matrix representation p:
SN→GL(N21,R) through p(s21)5A . Thus, SN acts on M in the manner
~r1 ,. . . ,rN21!°~r1 ,. . . ,rN21!p~s
21!, sPSN . ~104!
We have to note here that since we deal with SN as acting on M to the right, the product st of s,
tPSN is interpreted as this: s comes first and then t follows, so that one has (1 2)(1 2 3)
5(1 3), for example. If we choose the left action of SN , we shall obtain (1 2)(1 2 3)5(2 3), of
course.
For example, if N53, one obtains the two-dimensional representation p2 which has the
matrix expression as follows:
p2~s1!5S 1 00 1 D , p2~s4!5S 21 00 1 D ,
p2~s2!5S 21/2 )/22)/2 21/2D , p2~s5!5S 1/2 )/2)/2 21/2D , ~105!
p2~s3!5S 21/2 2)/2)/2 21/2 D , p2~s6!5S 1/2 2)/22)/2 21/2 D ,
where
s15~1 !, s25~1 2 3 !, s35~1 3 2 !,
~106!
s45~1 2 !, s55~2 3 !, s65~1 3 !.
Incidentally, it is well known that there are three inequivalent unitary irreducible representations of
S3 . The p2 is one of them, and the other two are the trivial representation: p0(s)51, and the
signum representation; p1(s)5sgn(s), both of which are one-dimensional representations. Ac-
cording to the Fourier series expansion formula ~36!, f PL2(M ) is decomposed into
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f ~x !5~Q10 f !~x !1~Q11 f !~x !1(j51
2
~Q j2 f !~x !, ~107!
where Q j,“Q jp, , ,50,1,2, j51,...,dp,, are the projection operators defined by ~34!. Denoting
(r1 ,r2)p2(sa21), a51,.. . ,6, simply by xsa , we can show that
~Q10 f !~x !5 16 ~ f ~xs1!1 f ~xs2!1 f ~xs3!1 f ~xs4!1 f ~xs5!1 f ~xs6!!, ~108!
~Q11 f !~x !5 16 ~ f ~xs1!1 f ~xs2!1 f ~xs3!2 f ~xs4!2 f ~xs5!2 f ~xs6!!, ~109!
~Q12 f !~x !5 13 ~ f ~xs1!2 12 f ~xs2!2 12 f ~xs3!2 f ~xs4!1 12 f ~xs5!1 12 f ~xs6!!,
~110!
~Q22 f !~x !5 13 f ~xs1!2 12 f ~xs2!2 12 f ~xs3!1 f ~xs4!2 12 f ~xs5!2 12 f ~xs6!).
We proceed to the reduction of quantum systems of many identical particles by SN . Since the
Hamiltonian Hˆ should be permutation invariant, we can apply the reduction procedure with finite
groups to obtain (L2(M ;K x)H, idK x ^ Hˆ ) with H5SN . As for SN , we have two representations
frequently used in many-identical particle systems, one of which is a trivial representation, p0:
g°1, and the other the signum representation, p1: g°sgn(g), where sgn(s) is equal to 1 or 21
according to whether s is an even or odd permutation. For p0 and p1, the projection operators
defined in ~34! take the form
Q05 1N! (sPSN
V~s! and Q15 1N! (sPSN
sgn~s!V~s!, ~111!
respectively, where we have denoted Q10 and Q11 simply by Q0 and Q1, respectively, as p0 and p1
are one-dimensional representations. The operators Q0 and Q1 provide a method for forming wave
functions obeying Bose and Fermi statistics, respectively. In fact, from ~46! with H5SN , one
obtains
~Q0 f !~xg !5~Q0 f !~x !, ~Q1 f !~xg !5sgn~g !~Q1 f !~x !, gPSN . ~112!
Note here that one has F1
05Q0 and F115Q0, since p0 and p1 are one-dimensional representa-
tions. Thus Bose and Fermi statistics are viewed as p0-equivariant and p1-equivariant states,
respectively, so that they are considered as reduced states with respect to SN .
To give another reduced state, we consider the system of three identical particles and the
representation p2 given by ~105!. Then we can form C2-valued p2-equivariant functions F j2 f
which obey the transformation rule coming from ~46!:
~F j
2 f !~xg !5p2~g !T~F j2 f !~x !, j51,2, xPM . ~113!
Since ~113! is a generalization of ~112! with N53, we may consider that F j
2 f obeys some kind of
statistics, like Bose or Fermi statistics. The C2-valued equivariant functions are described explic-
itly as follows:
~F1
2 f !~x !5 1
&
S ~Q112 f !~x !~Q212 f !~x ! D , ~F22 f !~x !5 1& S ~Q12
2 f !~x !
~Q222 f !~x ! D , ~114!
where
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~Q212 f !~x !5
1
3 S 2)2 f ~xs2!1)2 f ~xs3!1)2 f ~xs5!2)2 f ~xs6! D ,
~115!
~Q122 f !~x !5
1
3 S)2 f ~xs2!2)2 f ~xs3!1)2 f ~xs5!2)2 f ~xs6! D ,
and Q112 5Q12 and Q222 5Q12 are given in ~110!. We notice in addition that terms containing f (xs1)
and f (xs4) disappear on the right-hand sides of ~115! on account of vanishing coefficients
p21
2 (s1)5p212 (s4)50, etc.
In conclusion, we have to point out that the action ~104! of SN on the center-of-mass system
M determines an (N21)-dimensional unitary representation of SN . For example, for N54, we
can show, by the help of computer algebra, that the representation determined by ~104! has the
matrix expression as follows:
p~1 !215S 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
D , ~116!
p~123!215S 2 12 2 12) 012) 2 12 0
0 0 1
D , ~117!









p~132!215S 2 12 12) 02 12) 2 12 0
0 0 1
D , ~119!
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p~12!215S 21 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
D , ~128!
p~13!215S 12 2 12) 02 12) 2 12 0
0 0 1
D , ~129!










p~23!215S 12 12) 012) 2 12 0
0 0 1
D , ~131!
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It is known that there are two three-dimensional inequivalent unitary representations of S4 , one of
which is isomorphic with the group of symmetries of the tetrahedron, and the other with the group
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of symmetries of the cube.18 The former is a discrete subgroup of O~3! and the latter a discrete
subgroup of SO~3!. Since the group p(S4) given above includes matrices of determinant 21, it
must be isomorphic with the group of symmetries of the tetrahedron.
In conclusion, we note that since the actions of SO~3! and SN commute, one can perform the
reduction procedure with SO~3! and further with SN , so that one can talk about Bose and Fermi
statistics for the reduced states in (G,2(M˙ /SO(3);H ,).
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